
 
 

Round 10 Brunswick Tackers versus St Mary’s B 

After almost 2 months, Brunswick Tackers finally had a home game on a beautiful sun-drenched but 
very cold (5oC) and very muddy Gillon Oval.  Lots of supporters, parents, siblings, grandparents and 
some of the Under 10’s were there to cheer us on.    

Brunswick had a 20 strong side and as St Mary’s B were down to 16 players, some of our Tackers 
volunteered to play for them: Josh & Riley in the first quarter, Isaiah & Seamus (2nd), Nathan & Alex 
(3rd) and Oliver & Nicolas in the fourth. Great sportsmanship shown by all and it also meant that 
everyone got to play a whole game of football. 

Captain Hamish, led the team onto the ground and the first quarter started with a good mark on half 
back to Freddy. But it was a slow start for Brunswick and the coaches message at quarter time was 
that we needed to concentrate on the man-on-man  mark ups and the back line had a big job to do 
by staying strong in defence. 

The second quarter was a lot tighter. A great half back mark to Hudson was followed by a good mark 
in the centre to Nicolas. Aiden displayed some great play with well timed hand passes in the forward 
line.  Jonahs pick up saw him take a great run towards the goals but was so unlucky to hit the posts 
for our first score of the game. Minutes later, Aiden delivered a great kick straight into the safe 
hands of Josh who kicked accurately to put the first goal on the scoreboard for Brunswick.  Play was 
up and down the ground and a great marks from Liam KC (forward pocket) and the in the backline by 
Will Cole almost certainly saved us from a St Mary’s goal.  

Although some mistakes were made during the second quarter, the coaches were happy with how 
Brunswick were moving the ball forward and the pressure on the ball. And what really stood out was 
that when players marked the ball, they were taking the time to find players on their own !! 

The third quarter started with 3 great kicks in the centre to set up play. In the back line, Will Cole 
cleared the ball out with one of the longest and best kicks of the day.  A mark to Hudson in half 
forward and another by Will Currie who then sent the ball deep into the forward line and into the 
arms of Aiden.  Unluckily for Aiden, his shot was just off line for a minor score.   A great mark by 
Freddy in half back saw a run of play to Will Currie to Aiden and back to Will Currie to bring the ball 
to our forward line. The coach’s advice at half time had helped and players were looking for the 
loose man and getting results.  A great quarter by Nathan, who seemed to be everywhere - even 
though he was playing for St Mary’s. 

The last quarter saw all the Dragons step up for the team.  Great pressure in attack from Nathan, 
Will Currie and Jonah saw the ball go deep into our forward line.  A hand pass from Hudson to Jonah 
who kicked straight to Will Currie who went on to kick straight through the middle of the posts for 
another goal.    Our last run of play was a great centre clearing kick from Will Cole picked up by Liam 
KC who scored a minor right before the siren. 

A much happier coaching team at full time who praised the efforts and especially the hard running 
play, their looking out for team members on their own and then landing the ball to their targets.  A 
great match by all and especially to Will Cole (29) who was awarded the Best and Fairest on the 
Ground match medal by the opposition. 


